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Abstract The government for a jurisdiction has both capital and labor taxes at its disposal. It

taxes mobile capital to finance the public good despite the desire to attract capital and despite the

tax on immobile labor if capital incomes are distributed more unequally than labor incomes among

the residents of the jurisdiction. The result extends to progressive taxes and to pure redistribution.
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Why Is Mobile Capital Taxed?

1 Introduction

As economies have become increasingly more open due to market integration such as the formation of

the European Union and its expansion, capital moves more freely among countries and competition

for mobile capital has intensified. Accordingly, researchers and policymakers both have paid a good

deal of attention to the effects of market integration. In particular, they have expressed a concern

that attempts of jurisdictions to attract capital lower the taxes on capital and lead to underprovision

of the public goods (OECD 1998, 2000; Wilson and Wildasin 2004). In addition, tax competition

models suggest that the tax on mobile capital is distortionary and that mobile capital should not

be taxed if immobile factors can be taxed (Zodrow and Mieszkowski 1986; Wildasin 1989). While

the concern is a logical consequence of the standard model of tax competition, it does not seem to

be consistent with reality, as the effective capital tax rates for European Union countries range from

11.1% in Ireland to 53.1% in Sweden (Haufler 2001) and the average effective capital tax rate for

OECD countries is 31.5% (Chen et al. 2007). The goal of the paper is to consider a more realis-

tic environment that can explain such capital taxes. In particular, the analysis demonstrates the

possibility that mobile capital is taxed even though the tax on mobile capital is distortionary and

immobile factors can be taxed.

A jurisdiction consists of heterogeneous residents in terms of their factor endowments, and

the objective of the jurisdiction is to maximize a Benthamite social welfare function. This gives

the jurisdiction the incentive to redistribute from rich to poor residents. The rich own more capital

and more labor than the poor. In addition, the rich own relatively more capital than labor while

the poor own relatively more labor than capital, or capital incomes are distributed more unequally

than labor incomes, as observed in practice (Diaz-Gimenez et al. 1997; Goodman et al. 1997). The

government for a jurisdiction has both capital and labor taxes at its disposal to finance the public

good. Capital is freely mobile between jurisdictions while labor is of fixed supply and immobile.

If immobile labor is taxed, mobile capital is not taxed in the standard model with homogeneous

residents, because the tax on mobile capital distorts the allocation of resources while the tax on

immobile labor amounts to lump-sum taxation. However, with heterogeneous residents, capital is
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taxed. The reason is that an increase in the capital tax increases the tax revenues and hence the

public good but decreases the capital incomes. The jurisdictional welfare gain from the increased

public good depends on the distribution of labor endowments as the labor tax is chosen to satisfy a

Samuelson-type condition for an optimal level of the public good in a jurisdiction. The jurisdictional

welfare cost from the decreased capital income depends on the distribution of capital endowments.

If the rich own relatively more capital while the poor own relatively more labor, then the increased

public good, resulting from the increase in the capital tax, benefits the poor relatively more while the

costs of the decreased capital incomes are borne relatively more by the rich. The jurisdiction that

desires to maximize its jurisdictional welfare thus taxes capital despite the well-known distortionary

effect of the tax on mobile capital and despite the available tax on immobile labor.

The result that mobile capital is taxed in equilibrium despite the tax on immobile labor ex-

tends to progressive labor taxes and to lump-sum redistribution. With progressive labor taxes, a

jurisdiction taxes 100% of the rich’s labor incomes although it desires to tax them more, because

the tax rate cannot exceed 100%. The taxes and hence the public good level are thus lower than the

maximization of the jurisdictional welfare dictates, increasing the marginal benefit from the increased

public good. Progressive labor taxes thus increase the jurisdictional welfare gain from the increased

public good, caused by an increase in the capital tax, making it more likely that capital is taxed

than with a single labor tax rate. If the tax revenues are used to provide the public good and to

redistribute income in the form of a lump-sum transfer for all residents of the jurisdiction, it again

makes it more likely that capital is taxed. This occurs because the rich pay more capital taxes to

finance the transfers while everyone receives the same transfer.

The next section surveys a few strands of related literature that study why mobile capital

is taxed in the presence of non-distortionary taxes. Section 3 describes a simple model of capital

taxation with heterogeneous residents in terms of factor endowments. Section 4 analyzes the labor

and capital taxes chosen by a jurisdiction, and Section 5 discusses inefficiency of capital taxation.

Section 6 extends the analysis to progressive labor taxes and to lump-sum redistribution. The last

section concludes.

2 Related Literature
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The question of why mobile capital is taxed in the presence of non-distortionary taxes is related to

a number of strands of literature.1 First, even though labor or profit taxes are available, mobile

capital may be taxed due to labor market imperfections. Richter and Schneider (2001) consider a

monopsony model of labor market, and demonstrate that it is beneficial to tax capital if profit income

cannot be taxed although wage income is taxable. In a model of dual labor markets with compet-

itive and unionized sectors, Koskela and Schöb (2005) show that taxing capital is efficient despite

non-distortionary profit taxes, as it reduces the competitive wage that serves as an outside option for

unionized workers, increasing employment and output in the unionized sector. Ogawa et al. (2006)

study tax competition with unemployment, and argue that a jurisdiction taxes capital even with a

head tax, because capital taxation decreases the amount of capital and increases employment in the

jurisdiction when capital and employment are substitutes.

Second, recognizing that free mobility of capital is not optimal when foreign-source incomes

cannot be taxed, jurisdictions impose capital controls. In such models with capital controls, it may

be efficient to tax mobile capital. The reason is that capital controls by a jurisdiction increase,

relative to free mobility of capital, the amount of capital and hence the capital tax base in the ju-

risdiction, enabling the jurisdiction to lower the capital tax rate to achieve the same tax revenues

(Razin and Sadka 1991). Huber (1997) considers transactions costs of making international finan-

cial transactions, and shows that whether capital is taxed depends on the revenue requirement of a

jurisdiction. In particular, when the requirement is high, jurisdictions both tax capital and impose

capital controls.

Third, when firms in a jurisdiction are partly owned by foreigners, the jurisdiction has an

incentive to tax profits earned by foreigners. Since profits depend on capital, capital taxation serves

as an instrument to tax profits. Jurisdictions thus tax capital to capture part of profits earned by

foreigners, as in Huizinga and Nielsen (1997) and Sörensen (2004). In Burbidge et al. (2006), firms

move in response to the difference in profit taxes between jurisdictions, and profit taxes are distor-

tionary. Nevertheless, the governments of jurisdictions impose a tax on profits in order to collect

part of profits that accrue to foreigners even if non-distortionary labor taxes are available.

Fourth, Huber (1999) considers an optimum labor and capital income tax problem in a tax

1Most of the papers examine the possibility of taxing or subsidizing capital, like in this paper, but the discussion
below focuses on taxation to conserve space.
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competition model with unobservable wages or abilities. An increase in the capital tax of a ju-

risdiction decreases capital, altering the wages of both high-skilled and low-skilled individuals and

hence affecting the self-selection constraint. Since the social-welfare maximizing government wishes

to weaken the self-selection constraint, it taxes capital if the outflow of capital due to the capital

tax lowers the ratio of the high-skilled individual’s wage to the low-skilled individual’s wage while it

subsidizes capital otherwise. Fuest and Huber (2001) analyze a similar model with a lump-sum tax,

and find that capital is subsidized in order to weaken the self-selection constraint.

Fifth, as in this paper, heterogeneous factor ownership may be a reason for capital taxation.

In Braulke and Corneo (2004), an increase in the capital tax of a country (i) lowers the wage incomes

of the country due to the exodus of capital, (ii) increases the capital tax revenues, and (iii) decreases

the capital incomes, net of the taxes, (income from capital owned by the country’s citizens). Effect

(ii) outweighs effect (i), because a 1 dollar increase in the tax increases the tax revenues by the

same 1 dollar per unit of capital, but it decreases the wage incomes less than 1 dollar.2 In addition,

the more capital is located in the country or equivalently the more labor the country has, the more

tax revenues it collects from the increase in the tax.3 At the same time, the loss of capital income

by the country decreases if their citizens own less capital. As a result, the country benefits from

capital taxation and will tax mobile capital when the country has more labor and less capital relative

to other countries. In this paper, countries are identical, and there is no world-wide redistribution

between countries. Rather, redistribution occurs among the citizens of a country. Borck (2003)

considers a voting equilibrium on labor and capital taxes with tax competition. If the median voter

owns less capital and more labor than the average of a jurisdiction, he prefers to tax mobile capital

even though immobile labor can be taxed. The reason is that for the median voter, the income loss

resulting from capital taxation is less than the average while the gain from the increased public good

depends on the average tax base or the average amount of capital. That is, the median voter of a

jurisdiction prefers to tax capital, because capital taxation redistributes to himself from the rest of

the jurisdiction. This median voter’s desire to redistribute to himself is analogous to that in Meltzer

2The return to capital equals f ′(k) = r (interest) + τ (capital tax), and total differentiation gives f ′′(k)(∂k/∂τ) =
1 + ∂r/∂τ < 1. The change in the wage incomes equals ∂(f − kf ′)/∂τ = −kf ′′(∂k/∂t) > −k while the change in the
tax revenue equals k.

3Due to perfectly mobile capital and identical production functions, the capital-labor ratio is identical across coun-
tries, meaning that more capital of a country means a more labor of the country.
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and Richard (1981). This paper takes a jurisdictional welfare approach, and whether a jurisdiction

prefers to tax capital depends on the distribution of factor endowments among the residents of the

jurisdiction. As a result, the condition for capital taxation in this paper differs from that in Borck

(2003), as will be discussed in Section4-B.4

3 The Model

The economy consists of q jurisdictions, and jurisdiction i has ni residents, i = 1, 2, ..., q. The residents

of jurisdiction i differ only in their factor endowments, capital and labor, where labor is measured in

effective units.5 Resident h of jurisdiction i owns a fraction αih ∈ [0, 1] of the jurisdiction’s exogenous

capital stock ki, and a fraction βih ∈ [0, 1] of the jurisdiction’s exogenous total labor supply `i, with

ni∑
h=1

αih = 1, and
ni∑
h=1

βih = 1, for i = 1, 2, ..., q. (1)

Assume

αih′ > αih, and βih′ > βih, for h′ > h, h = 1, 2, ..., ni − 1. (2)

The inequalities say that resident h′ of jurisdiction i owns more capital and more labor than resident

h, and that resident h′ is richer than resident h. This assumption is much stronger than needed

but simplifies the presentation, as discussed below. Nevertheless, this assumption does not seem

unreasonable, because there appears to be a positive correlation between income from capital and

income from labor (resident h′ earns more income from capital and more income from labor than

resident h does). That is, high wage earners can save and invest more, leading to more income from

capital. This explains a positive correlation. To see the other direction that higher income from

capital means higher income from labor, note that those families with higher capital income can

better afford education for their children (Loury 1981; Banerjee and Newman 1993; Galor and Zeira

1993),6 and those children with more education can earn higher wages (Card and Krueger 1992;

4Lee (2004) explores another reason for capital taxation in a model with production uncertainty. An increase in
the capital tax drives capital out of the jurisdiction and hence moderates the fluctuation of the uncertain wages due to
complementarity between labor and capital. As a result, the distortionary tax on mobile capital acts as insurance and
capital is taxed even though a lump-sum tax is available. This result is analogous to that in Eaton and Rosen (1980a,
1980b).

5Labor endowments thus differ across individuals. In particular, individuals supply the same quantity of labor
inelastically, but they differ in their productivity so that the number of effective units of labor supply differs, as in
human capital theory.

6Liquidity constraints that low income families face limit their ability to provide education for their children, and
those children with less education earn lower wages (Card and Krueger 1992; Murnane et al. 1995).
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Murnane et al. 1995). In addition to these arguments, using a set of U. S. data from the 1992 Survey

of Consumer Finances and the 1984-5 and 1989-0 Panel Study of Income Dynamics, Diaz-Gimenez et

al. (1997) finds that there is a positive correlation between wealth and labor earnings in the United

States.

Employing capital ki and labor `i, each jurisdiction produces a single output that serves as a

numeraire according to a constant-returns-to-scale technology, fi(ki, `i). The government for juris-

diction i imposes a source-based proportional tax on the returns to capital (capital incomes), ti ≤ 1,

and a proportional tax on the returns to labor (labor incomes), τi ≤ 1, employed in its jurisdiction

to finance the public good, zi, and/or lump-sum transfers (redistribution) Ti.

Capital is perfectly mobile between jurisdictions, and the employment of capital in each ju-

risdiction, ki, is endogenously determined by the tax policies of jurisdictions, (t1, t2, ..., tq). The net

returns to capital must then be equalized, and

(1− ti)f ′i(ki) = ρ, i = 1, 2, ..., q, (3)

where ρ is the economy-wide net return to capital. The total capital supply to the economy is fixed

at
∑q
i=1 ki, so that

q∑
i=1

ki =
q∑
i=1

ki. (4)

Labor is assumed immobile, and `i = `i, so `i = `i is omitted in the production function fi(ki). The q

equations in (3), along with (4), implicitly determine the q+1 endogenous variables, (k1, k2, ..., kq, ρ),

given the tax policies of q jurisdictions, (t1, t2, ..., tq). Total differentiation of the q + 1 conditions in

(3) and (4) can show7

∂ki(.)

∂ti
=

f ′i
D(1− ti)f ′′i

∑
j 6=i

1

(1− tj)f ′′j
< 0,

∂ki(.)

∂tj
= − 1

D(1− ti)f ′′i

f ′j
(1− tj)f ′′j

> 0,

∂ρ

∂ti
= − 1

D

f ′i
(1− ti)f ′′i

< 0, D ≡
q∑
j=1

1

(1− tj)f ′′j
< 0, i 6= j, i, j = 1, 2, ..., q, (5)

7Total differentiation of (1 − ti)f
′
i = ρ with respect to ti gives ∂ki/∂ti = (f ′i + ∂ρ/∂ti)/(1 − ti)f

′′
i while total

differentiation of (1 − tj)f ′j = ρ with respect to ti gives ∂kj/∂ti = (∂ρ/∂ti)/(1 − tj)f ′′j , j 6= i. Total differentiation of
(4) with respect to ti, along with the expressions for ∂ki/∂ti and ∂kj/∂ti, gives the desired results in (5).
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where the arguments of the production functions are omitted for simplicity. Intuitively, an increase

in ti lowers the net return to capital employed in jurisdiction i, driving capital out of jurisdiction

i. An increase in tj drives capital from jurisdiction j, increasing ki. An increase in the tax of a

jurisdiction decreases the net return to capital. As indicated in (5), the analysis assumes that a

jurisdiction’s tax policy affects the net return to capital, ∂ρ/∂ti < 0, so that the jurisdiction can

alter the capital incomes of its residents and hence its jurisdictional welfare. If ∂ρ/∂ti = 0, as is the

case with infinitely many jurisdictions, then a jurisdiction of course would have no incentive to tax

capital, as in Bucovetsky and Wilson (1991).

Factor markets are competitive, and each factor earns its marginal product. A unit of capital

in jurisdiction i earns the gross return f ′i(ki), and the net return ρ. A unit of labor earns the gross

return [fi(ki) − kif ′i(ki)]/`i, and the net return equals (1 − τi) times the gross return. Given the

factor endowments described above, resident h of jurisdiction i earns the income net of taxes,

xih = αihkiρ+ βih(1− τi)[fi(ki)− kif ′i(ki)], h = 1, 2, ..., ni, and i = 1, 2, ...., q. (6)

The first term of the equation shows the capital income net of taxes, and the remaining terms

represent the net labor income. The tax revenues of jurisdiction i equal

Ri = tikif
′
i + τi(fi − kif ′i). (7)

The tax revenues are used to provide the public good zi. Assuming for simplicity that one unit of

the private good can be transformed into one unit of the public good,

zi = Ri. (8)

In (6) through (8), a lump-sum transfer Ti was not considered, but Section 6-B will consider it.

The residents of jurisdiction i have the same preferences, represented by a concave utility function

Ui(xih, zi).

In studying the characteristics of the capital taxes that the governments for jurisdictions choose,

much of the tax competition literature has focused on the case with homogeneous residents of a ju-

risdiction, and the benevolent government is assumed to maximize the utility of a representative

resident. In the current setup, a jurisdiction consists of heterogeneous residents, and the government

needs to aggregate the heterogeneous preferences when selecting the taxes. This paper assumes
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that the benevolent government for a jurisdiction maximizes the sum of the utilities of residents.

In particular, the government is assumed to maximize a utilitarian jurisdictional welfare function,

Vi ≡
∑ni
h=1 Ui(xih, zi).

8 Since ki enters the utilities of the residents of jurisdiction i, and since ki

depends on the tax policies of all jurisdictions, (t1, t2, ..., ti, ..., tq), the tax policies are jointly deter-

mined. A Nash equilibrium in the tax rates is considered for the subsequent analysis.

The maximization of jurisdictional welfare is usually considered a normative approach. At

the same time, a normative approach in the tax competition literature typically examines the de-

termination of capital taxes from the economy’s (all jurisdictions) perspective, rather than from a

single-jurisdiction’s perspective. Indeed, Section 5 considers efficiency of tax competition, a norma-

tive question, and shows that tax competition results in inefficiency associated with the mobility of

capital between jurisdictions. For this reason, the maximization of jurisdictional welfare within a

jurisdiction is called a positive approach that helps in aggregating heterogeneous preferences. The ju-

risdictional welfare approach, taken in this paper, is consistent with and comparable to the standard

models of tax competition that focus on identical residents in a jurisdiction, in the sense that there

is no inefficiency from a jurisdiction’s perspective but there is from the economy’s perspective. As

mentioned in the previous section, an alternative positive approach is to consider majority voting on

taxes, and the difference between two approaches will be discussed in Section 4-B. Another positive

approach is to assume that taxes are determined by lobbying activities, and welfare maximization

here may be interpreted as a closed-form solution to a lobbying game, such as the one in Grossman

and and Helpman (1994). In particular, Grossman and Helpman (1994) show that the equilibrium

of the lobbying game may coincide with the efficient solution that maximizes social welfare.9

For the analysis of tax competition to be meaningful, a Nash equilibrium in the tax rates

must exist. However, it has been known to be notoriously difficult to establish the existence. The

difficulty is that even if the utility function Ui(xih, zi) is concave in xih and zi and the production

function fi(ki) is concave, the utility function is not necessarily quasi-concave in the tax rates due to

8Section 4-B considers other objectives.
9Grossman and Helpman (1994) postulate that the government or a politician chooses a policy to maximize the

sum of political contributions and social welfare, given the contribution schedules determined by the lobbies. Since
the politician desires to receive political contributions, the policy in a political equilibrium is not necessarily set to
maximize social welfare. However, they show that the equilibrium policy maximizes social welfare and hence is efficient
when all voters are represented by lobbying groups. This paper does not argue that the equilibrium of the lobbying
game is efficient. Rather, the efficient equilibrium makes the analysis consistent with the tax competition literature, as
it makes the policy efficient within a jurisdiction.
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the presence of ∂ki/∂ti in (5). A few attempts have been made to establish the existence of a Nash

equilibrium (Bucovetsky 1991; Laussel and Le Breton 1998; Bayindir-Upmann and Ziad 2005), but

the conditions for the existence in these studies appear to be demanding, indicating the difficulty

of proving the existence more generally. For these reasons, it has been standard to not discuss the

existence issue in the tax competition literature, and this paper assumes the existence of a Nash

equilibrium.10

4 Basic Analysis

4-A Capital Taxes

The government for jurisdiction i chooses τi and ti, taking τj and tj as given, in order to maximize

Vi ≡
∑ni
h=1 Ui(xih, zi). The first-order conditions for an interior maximum of Vi read as

dVi
dτi

= (fi − kif ′i)
ni∑
h=1

[U zih − Uxihβih] = 0 =⇒
ni∑
h=1

U zih =
ni∑
h=1

Uxihβih,

dVi
dti

=
ni∑
h=1

[Uxih(αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− (1− τi)βihkif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

) + U zih(kif
′
i + (tif

′
i + tikif

′′
i − τikif ′′i )

∂ki
∂ti

)] = 0, (9)

where superscripts x and z in the utility functions denote partial derivatives such as Uxih ≡ ∂Ui(xih, zi)/∂xih,

and the arguments of the utility functions are omitted for simplicity. The first condition of (9),∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih =

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih, is a Samuelson-type condition for an optimal level of the public good zi,

associated with the use of a labor tax and with the Benthamite welfare objective.

As the question concerns the possibility of taxing capital despite the taxes on the immobile

factor, it suffices to evaluate the sign of dVi/dti at ti = 0, which equals

dVi
dti
|(ti=0)=

ni∑
h=1

[Uxih(αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− (1− τi)βihkif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

) + U zih(kif
′
i − τikif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

)]

=
ni∑
h=1

[Uxih(αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− (1− τi)βihkif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

) + Uxihβih(kif
′
i − τikif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

)]

=
ni∑
h=1

Uxih[αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
+ βih(kif

′
i − kif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

)]

=
ni∑
h=1

Uxih[−αihkif ′i
1

Df ′′i
+ βihkif

′
i

1

Df ′′i
]

10It is possible to establish the existence of a Nash equilibrium without relying on the quasi-concavity of the payoff
function (Vives 2001, Ch. 2). However, this issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
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=
f ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uxih[βihki − αihki]. (10)

The second equality uses the Samuelson-type condition,
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih =

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih, in (9).11 The

fourth equality comes from (5). The sign of (10) depends on the relationship between ki and ki, and

on the relationship between αih and βih. To see the first relationship, consider the case of identical

residents in the standard models with αih = βih = 1/ni and xih = xi for all h. Eq. (10) then reduces

to (f ′i/Df
′′
i )Uxi (ki − ki), whose sign is the same as the sign of ki − ki. The last expression can be

considered a terms-of-trade effect. If ki > ki, (10) becomes positive and t∗i > 0 with ∗ denoting an

equilibrium. Intuitively, in this case, jurisdiction i employs capital more than its endowments by

importing capital. As a consequence, an increase in ti benefits jurisdiction i, as the increase in ti

lowers the net return to capital that jurisdiction i pays when importing capital. Jurisdiction i thus

taxes capital. If ki < ki, the opposite holds and jurisdiction i subsidizes capital. As the paper focuses

on the effect of heterogeneity in factor endowments of residents on capital taxes, this terms-of-trade

effect will be ignored to sharpen the result. To that end, jurisdictions are assumed identical for

the subsequent analysis. The analysis of identical jurisdictions has been much of the focus of the

literature.12 More importantly, this paper concerns the effects of the heterogeneity of residents in

terms of factor endowments within a jurisdiction, and the assumption of identical jurisdictions helps

in isolating the effects of the heterogeneity of residents in a clear manner.

With the identical-jurisdiction assumption, (10) becomes

dVi
dti
|(ti=0)=

f ′i
Df ′′i

k
ni∑
h=1

Uxih(βih − αih), (11)

where k ≡ ki = ki. Assume that income from capital is more unequally distributed than income

from labor, so that there is a critical resident, called resident ĥ ∈ (1, ni), and

δih ≡ αih − βih < (=, >) 0 for h < (=, >) ĥ, h = 1, 2, ..., ni. (12)

The assumption states that the poor with h < ĥ own more labor than capital while the rich with

h > ĥ own more capital than labor.13 Observe that assumption (12) does not require that δih′ > δih
11Due to the Samuelson-type condition, the terms involving the labor tax rate, τiβihkif

′′
i (∂ki/∂ti), vanish, as in the

third equality.
12For the analysis of non-identical jurisdictions, see for example Wilson (1991) and Brueckner (2000).
13Recalling that α and β are fractions, the poor own more labor than capital in terms of their fractions of the total

labor income and the total capital income of the jurisdiction, but not necessarily in terms of dollar amounts of their
labor income and their capital income. An analogous comment applies to the rich.
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for h′ > h. That is, it is possible, for example, that δi1 < δi3 < δi2 < .... < δiĥ = 0 < ..., so

that resident 2, poorer than resident 3, can own ‘relatively’ more capital than resident 3 although

both residents are poor (their δ’s are negative) and hence own more labor than capital. That is,

all it says is that the poor with h < h′ have more labor than capital and their δ’s are negative,

but their rankings in terms of δ do not matter among the poor. Likewise, the rich with h > h′

have more capital than labor and their δ’s are positive, but their rankings do not matter among the

rich.14 By contrast, if income from labor is more unequally distributed than income from capital,

the inequalities in (12) are reversed, so that

δih ≡ αih − βih > (=, <) 0 for h < (=, >) ĥ, h = 1, 2, ..., ni. (13)

If (12) holds, the sign of (11) is positive, because15

ni∑
h=1

Uxih(βih − αih) =
ni∑
h=1

Uxih[−δih]

=
ĥ∑
h=1

Uxih[−δih] +
ni∑
ĥ

Uxih[−δih]

> Ux
iĥ

ĥ∑
h=1

[−δih] + Ux
iĥ

ni∑
ĥ

[−δih]

= Ux
iĥ

ni∑
h=1

[−δih] = 0. (14)

The inequality follows because [−δih] > 0 and Uxih > Ux
iĥ

for all h < ĥ, and because [−δih] < 0 and

Uxih < Ux
iĥ

for all h > ĥ. The last equality uses (1),
∑ni
h=1[−δih] =

∑ni
h=1(βih − αih) = 0. Intuitively,

since [−δih] > 0 for the poor while [−δih] < 0 for the rich, and since the poor’s marginal utility of

private good consumption, Uxih, carries more weight than the rich’s due to the concavity of Ui(.), the

poor’s positive values of Uxih[−δih] outweigh the rich’s negative values of Uxih[−δih].16 As a result,∑ni
h=1 U

x
ih[−δih] > 0, and t∗i > 0. If (13) holds, the inequality in (14) is reversed, and t∗i < 0 and

14The poor (the rich) are used as a relative concept and not specified throughout whenever their identity is clear.
15ĥ is assumed an integer. If not, take the largest integer smaller than ĥ (denoted h−) and the smallest integer

greater than ĥ (denoted h+), and write the summation in (14) as
∑ni

h=1
=

∑h−
h=1

+
∑ni

h+
. The same result as (14)

then holds. Thus, for expositional convenience, the integer assumption is maintained throughout.
16For (14) to hold, the assumption in (2) is not necessary. All that is needed is that the maximum of xih for h ∈ [1, ĥ]

is smaller than or equal to the minimum of xih for h ∈ [ĥ, ni], so that Ux
ih for all h ∈ [1, ĥ] exceeds Ux

ih for all h ∈ [ĥ, ni].
That is, unlike in (2), resident h′ does not have to be richer than resident h for all h′ > h, or xih does not have to
increase in h.
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capital is subsidized. This result can be stated as:

Proposition 1 Assume identical jurisdictions. (i) If δih < (=, >) 0 for h < (=, >) ĥ, t∗i > 0

(the equilibrium capital tax rate is positive). (ii) If δih > (=, <) 0 for h < (=, >) ĥ, t∗i < 0

(the equilibrium capital tax rate is negative).

The proposition stands in contrast with the standard result in the literature (Zodrow and

Mieszkowski 1986; Bucovetsky and Wilson 1991) that if immobile factors are taxed to finance the

public goods, mobile factors are not taxed. The reason for the standard result is that the taxation of

mobile factors distorts the allocation of resources while the taxation of immobile factors amounts to

lump-sum taxation. However, in this paper, even if immobile labor is taxed, mobile capital may be

taxed or subsidized if the inequalities in (12) or (13) hold. This difference from the literature arises

from the different factor-endowment distribution. The literature typically considers homogeneous

residents in a jurisdiction with αih = βih = 1/ni and δih = 0 for all h, so that each resident owns

the same amount of capital and labor. With homogeneous residents, (11) becomes zero and the

equilibrium capital tax is zero.

The intuition can be gained as follows. An increase in the capital tax directly increases the

capital tax revenues and hence the public good by kif
′
i .
17 The increase in ti also drives out capital,

decreasing labor tax revenues by τikif
′′
i (∂ki/∂ti). Since kif

′
i > τikif

′′
i (∂ki/∂ti),

18 an increase in

ti increases the tax revenues and hence the public good by kif
′
i − τikif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti). The marginal

welfare gain to the jurisdiction from this increased public good is
∑
U zih(kif

′
i − τikif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti)) =∑

Uxihβih(kif
′
i−τikif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti)) once the labor tax is chosen to satisfy the Samuelson-type condition.

At the same time, an increase in the capital tax decreases private good consumption xih in two ways.

It decreases the net return to capital and hence capital income of resident h by −αihki(∂ρ/∂ti). It also

drives out capital and decreases the net labor incomes of resident h by βih(1− τi)kif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti). The

marginal welfare loss to the jurisdiction from this decreased incomes is then
∑
Uxih[αihki(∂ρ/∂ti) −

βih(1 − τi)kif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti)]. The change in jurisdictional welfare from the increase in the capital tax

is thus
∑
Uxih[αihki(∂ρ/∂ti) + βih(kif

′
i − kif

′′
i (∂ki/∂ti))], which reduces to (10) and to (11) with

identical jurisdictions. The change is thus proportional to
∑
Uxih(βih − αih). This change is negative

17Although the increase in the capital tax drives out capital and decreases the capital tax revenues by ti(f
′
i +

kif
′′
i )(∂ki/∂ti), this distortionary effect of the capital tax on the public good vanishes at ti = 0.

18With identical jurisdictions, τikif
′′
i (∂ki/∂ti) = τikif

′
i(q − 1)/Df ′′i = τikif

′
i(q − 1)/q < kif

′
i at ti = 0 from (5).
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for the rich while it is positive for the poor if the rich own relatively more capital while the poor

own relatively more labor, as in (12). As the rich’s marginal utility counts less, the welfare loss for

the rich is outweighed by the welfare gain for the poor and the net welfare gain from the increase in

the capital tax is positive. As a consequence, an increase in ti, starting from ti = 0, improves the

jurisdictional welfare, implying that t∗i > 0 and capital is taxed in equilibrium. By contrast, if the

rich own relatively more labor while the poor own relatively more capital, as in (13), the opposite

holds and t∗i < 0.

4-B Discussion

As majority voting is an alternative way to determine the tax rates of a jurisdiction, this section

discusses the difference from the voting outcome. A decision-making unit is an individual, and voter

or resident h of jurisdiction i prefers to choose (τi, ti) to maximize his utility Ui(xih, zi). The first-

order conditions would be the same as those in (9), except that Uxih and U zih replace
∑ni
h=1 U

x
ih and∑ni

h=1 U
z
ih, respectively. As in (9), an increase in ti starting from ti = 0 decreases his private income

by αihki(∂ρ/∂ti)− (1− τi)βihkif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti), but increases the public good by kif
′
i − τikif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti).

Once the labor tax rate τi is chosen to maximize his utility, the value of the public good equals

βih times that of the private good. The net gain from an increase in ti to resident h becomes then

(f ′ik/DF
′′
i )Uxih(βih − αih), equation (11) with

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ih replaced by Uxih. This equation is positive

and resident h prefers to tax capital if βih > αih. Interpreting the increase in the public good by an

increase in ti as a redistribution to resident h from the rest (the average resident) of jurisdiction i,

the condition means that the redistribution exceeds resident h’s lost income due to the capital tax.

Intuitively, when resident h owns less capital relative to the jurisdiction (the average resident), the

lost income is smaller while the redistribution is independent of his capital ownership, and resident

h prefers to tax capital (Borck 2003).19 This desire of resident h to redistribute to himself from the

rest of the jurisdiction is common in voting models with public goods, as in Meltzer and Richard

(1981). If a majority of the residents of jurisdiction i prefer to tax capital, then capital is taxed

under majority voting.

19There is a large literature on voting on capital taxation with heterogeneous capital ownership (for example, Persson
and Tabellini 1992; Kessler et al. 2002). However, their focus differs and do not consider why mobile capital is taxed
even if non-distortionary taxes are available. In addition, even if the utility function is quasi-concave in the tax
rates, voting equilibrium in general does not exist when there are multiple tax instruments, as in this paper. This
non-existence may provide a justification for the jurisdictional-welfare approach adopted in this paper.
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The desire of resident h to redistribute to himself from the rest of the jurisdiction does not

apply to the jurisdictional welfare approach, taken in this paper. To see this, note that the decision-

making unit is the government of jurisdiction i and the approach takes into account the utilities

of all residents of jurisdiction i. Since the analysis rules out a terms-of-trade effect that occurs

between jurisdictions, capital taxation of a jurisdiction has no effect on the aggregate income of the

jurisdiction. This can be seen by setting Uxih = 1 for all h in (11), so that the aggregate income gain by

an increase in ti, (f ′ik/Df
′′
i )

∑ni
h=1 βih = f ′ik/Df

′′
i , equals the loss, (f ′ik/Df

′′
i )

∑ni
h=1 αih = f ′ik/Df

′′
i

at ti = 0. That is, the redistribution benefit from an increase in the public good by an increase in ti

just equals the jurisdiction’s lost incomes, or a jurisdiction cannot redistribute to itself from itself.

A jurisdiction that attempts to maximize its aggregate income would then set t∗i = 0 and would

not tax or subsidize capital. For taxation or subsidization of capital to occur, the value or utility

of income should differ across individuals of the jurisdiction. With diminishing marginal utility of

income, the poor’s income counts more than the rich’s, and the jurisdiction that wishes to maximize

the jurisdictional welfare desires to redistribute from the rich to the poor. Thus, redistribution

plays an important role in the determination of capital taxes both in the voting approach and in

the jurisdictional welfare approach, but the scope of redistribution differs. Redistribution occurs

between a resident and the rest of the jurisdiction in the former approach, but between the rich and

the poor of the jurisdiction in the latter approach. Analytically, resident h prefers to tax capital if

βih > αih, but the jurisdiction does if
∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih >

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihαih.

The above discussion implies that capital in jurisdiction i is taxed at a voting equilibrium if

a majority of residents of the jurisdiction own more labor than capital, regardless of who, the rich

or poor, own more labor than capital. That is, all that matters is that the number of residents

with βih > αih exceeds ni/2. By contrast, the government of jurisdiction i that aims to maximize

its jurisdictional welfare taxes capital if condition (12) holds, so that the poor of the jurisdiction

own more labor than capital (or the rich own more capital than labor), regardless of how many

residents own more labor than capital. As a consequence of this difference, capital may be taxed

at a voting equilibrium when the maximization of jurisdictional welfare dictates that capital should

be subsidized, and vice-versa. Thus, in principle, the condition for the taxation of capital under

majority voting can be more general or restrictive than that with maximization of jurisdictional
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welfare. However, under a plausible assumption that the poor own more labor than capital, (12) is

satisfied and capital is taxed with maximization of jurisdictional welfare, but capital is not necessarily

taxed under majority voting unless the poor with βih > αih are a majority. In this regard, capital is

more likely to be taxed with maximization of jurisdictional welfare than under voting equilibrium.

To see this difference through an example, suppose that βih = 1/ni for all h and αih′ > αih, h
′ > h.

In this case, δih = αih − (1/ni) < (>) 0 for the poor (rich), and (12) is satisfied. Capital is thus

taxed with maximization of jurisdictional welfare. However, at a voting equilibrium, capital may not

be taxed unless δih < 0 for a majority of residents. An analogous discussion applies to the difference

between the two approaches in the conditions under which capital is subsidized.

The desire of jurisdiction i to redistribute from the rich to the poor, arising from the diminishing

marginal utility of income, plays an important role in the taxation of capital. However, such desire

does not necessarily lead to capital taxation. That is, jurisdictions tax capital, not simply because

they want to redistribute from the rich to the poor. To see this point, consider two special cases.

First, suppose that the first inequality of (2) becomes a weak inequality, so that αih = 1/ni for all h

and βih′ > βih. Resident h′ is thus still richer than resident h, but capital is not taxed but subsidized,

because δih = (1/ni)− βih > (<) 0 for the poor (rich) and hence part (ii) of the proposition applies

to this case. Intuitively, with αih = 1/ni for all h, everyone loses the same income from capital

taxation, but the poor lose more in utility. In addition, since the poor own less labor, and since the

benefit from capital taxation (the increased public good) is proportional to labor ownership, βih, the

benefit is lower for the poor. As the poor’s utilities count more, the jurisdiction subsidizes capital.

Second, suppose that (2) holds, but αih = βih or δih = 0 for all h. A richer resident then owns more

capital and more labor than a poorer resident, but the government for jurisdiction i does not tax

capital, because the capital tax has no advantage or disadvantage over the labor tax. In fact, (11)

becomes zero and t∗i = 0 with δih = αih − βih = 0 for all h, and neither part (i) nor part (ii) of the

proposition applies to this case. This special case shows that even if the rich own more capital than

the poor, capital is not necessarily taxed.

To sharpen the argument that redistribution is neither necessary nor sufficient for the taxation

of mobile capital, consider a different objective of the government for jurisdiction i, other than

the utilitarian social-welfare function with a diminishing marginal utility of income. Suppose for
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example that the government of jurisdiction i selects the tax rates (ti, τi) to maximize the sum of

the utilities of residents in group G, for example, because policymakers of jurisdiction i view the

group as representing the jurisdiction. In addition, assume that the utility function is written as

Ui(xih, z) = θxih + ω(z) with θ denoting a positive constant, so that the marginal utility of private

good, θ, does not depend on incomes. Applying the steps, analogous to those leading to (11), it is

straightforward to verify that (11) becomes

d

dti

∑
h∈G

Uih(xih, zi) |(ti=0)=
f ′ik

Df ′′i

∑
h∈G

Uxih(βih − αih) =
f ′ik

Df ′′i
θ
∑
h∈G

(βih − αih).

Thus, ti > (=, <) 0 if
∑
h∈G βih > (=, <)

∑
h∈G αih, and jurisdiction i taxes (subsidizes) capital

if the residents in G own more (less) labor than capital. The decision of the jurisdiction to tax or

subsidize capital has no relation to the desire to redistribute, because the utility function is linear

in incomes. This discussion illustrates that the desire for redistribution is not a necessary condition

for a jurisdiction to tax or subsidize mobile capital.

4-C Factor Ownership

This section discusses if condition (12) is satisfied in reality. Table 1 borrows from Green et al. (1990,

Table 2) and Davies et al. (2007, Table 1), and shows the distribution of earnings and wealth across

quintiles for five countries that have comparable data.20 Earnings in Table 1 represent wages and

salaries, and can be considered labor incomes. Wealth represents financial and real assets. Since the

returns to wealth can be considered capital incomes, the distribution of wealth would approximate

that of capital incomes.

Translating the data in the table to factor ownership parameters in the model, the data for

Australia in the first panel of Table 1 implies

β1 = .082, β2 = .154, β3 = .19, β4 = .233, β5 = .341,

α1 = 0, α2 = .04, α3 = .12, α4 = .22 α5 = .62,

20A large number of data sets for income distributions are available. However, such data sets are not suitable for the
purpose of this paper, as most of the data do not include detailed distributions of incomes such as distribution across
deciles or quintiles, as in Table 1. Rather, they have information about top 5% or top 10% or median incomes. An
analgous comment applies to wealth data sets. Even in Table 1, earnings data and wealth data may not be directly
comparable, because most of the earnings data are for the mid 1980’s while most of the wealth data are for the late
1990’s. However, this difference does not appear to be significant, because the distributions of earnings usually change
little over 5 or 10 years. For example, the distributions of earnings changed less than 1% point for each quintile between
the early 1980’s and the mid 1980’s or between the late 1970’s and the late 1980’s (Green et al. 1990, Table 6).
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where subscripts h denote each quintile income group, h = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. The difference between α and

β is then

δ1 = −.082 < 0, δ2 = −.114 < 0, δ3 = −.07 < 0, δ4 = −.013 < 0, δ5 = .279 > 0.

The inequalities above satisfy the condition in (12), as the richest group, group 5, own more capital

than labor while the remaining groups own more labor than capital. It is easy to verify that the

same pattern of δs holds for other countries in the table.21

In addition to the data in Table 1, a distribution of income from capital is known to be in

general more unequal than a labor income distribution. For example, Goodman et al. (1997) and

Diaz-Gimenez et al. (1997) document this known fact for the United Kingdom and the United States,

respectively, although they do not document detailed distributions of incomes. These examples

illustrate another possibility of the inequalities in (12).

Taken together, part of (i) Proposition 1 is more likely to apply than part (ii), and capital

is more likely to be taxed than subsidized in equilibrium. This conclusion accords well with the

observation that mobile capital is taxed in reality. For instance, the effective capital tax rates for

European Union countries and for OECD countries are typically about 30% (Haufler 2001; Chen et

al. 2007).

5 Efficiency of Tax Competition

The paper mainly concerns a positive question of whether jurisdictions tax mobile capital in the

presence of non-distortionary taxes. However, efficiency of tax competition has been extensively

discussed in the literature, and this section considers the efficiency issue. As the analysis focuses on

symmetric jurisdictions, the number of jurisdictions has no qualitative effect on the analysis and two

symmetric jurisdictions, i and j, are assumed. Given that inefficiency of tax competition stems from

the mobility of capital, efficient tax rates for jurisdiction i are the rates that maximize its welfare

Vi with ∂ki/∂ti = 0. Given symmetric jurisdictions, the efficient tax rates are the same for both

jurisdictions. The first-order conditions for an interior maximum of Vi with respect to the efficient

21For Italy, no wealth data is available for the third and fourth quintiles, but δ1 < 0, δ2 < 0 and δ5 > 0. Thus, the
same pattern holds among those three groups for which the data are available.
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tax rates read as

dVi
dτi

= (fi − kif ′i)
ni∑
h=1

[U zih − Uxihβih] = 0 =⇒
ni∑
h=1

U zih −
ni∑
h=1

Uxihβih = 0,

dVi
dti

=
ni∑
h=1

[Uxihαihki(−f ′i) + U zihkif
′
i ] = 0 =⇒

ni∑
h=1

U zih −
ni∑
h=1

Uxihαih = 0. (15)

The condition for efficient τi is the same as that in (9), as the labor tax is non-distortionary. The

condition for efficient ti assumes ∂ki/∂ti = 0 and hence ∂ρ/∂ti = ∂((1− ti)f ′i)/∂ti = −f ′i , along with

ki = kj = k = k.

If αih = βih = 1/ni for all h, as in the standard model with identical residents, the two condi-

tions in (15) coincide, and it does not matter which factor is taxed. Intuitively, since both capital and

labor are fixed factors without mobility of capital, the tax on either factor is essentially a lump-sum

tax. However, with heterogeneous factor ownership, the welfare loss from taxation differs between the

two taxes, and the two taxes are not equivalent. Assume that (12) holds, because an analogous anal-

ysis applies to the case where (13) holds. The inequalities in (12) imply
∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih >

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihαih,

and the two conditions in (15) cannot hold simultaneously, and there are two possibilities. First,

dVi/dτi = 0, and dVi/dti > 0. The efficient capital tax rate is then the maximum rate (equal to one

in the absence of any institutional constraints), and it exceeds the equilibrium tax rate that satisfies

(9). Second, dVi/dti = 0, and dVi/dτi < 0. The labor tax rate is set at a minimum possible level

however it is determined. The main concern is the relationship between the efficient capital tax rate

and the equilibrium capital tax rate. Evaluating the second condition of (9) at the efficient capital

tax rate, t̂i, that satisfies (15),

dVi
dti
|(ti=t̂i)=

ni∑
h=1

[Uxih(αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− (1− τi)βihkif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

) + Uxihαih(kif
′
i + (tif

′
i + tikif

′′
i − τikif ′′i )

∂ki
∂ti

)]

=
ni∑
h=1

[Uxih(αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− (1− τi)αihkif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

) + Uxihαih(kif
′
i + (tif

′
i + tikif

′′
i − τikif ′′i )

∂ki
∂ti

)]

+
ni∑
h=1

Uxih[(1− τi)αihkif ′′i
∂ki
∂ti
− (1− τi)βihkif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

]

=
ni∑
h=1

Uxihαih[ki
∂ρ

∂ti
− kif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

+ kif
′
i + (tif

′
i + tikif

′′
i )
∂ki
∂ti

]

+
ni∑
h=1

Uxih(1− τi)(αih − βih)kif
′′
i

∂ki
∂ti
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=
ni∑
h=1

Uxihαihtif
′
i

∂ki
∂ti

+
ni∑
h=1

Uxih(1− τi)(αih − βih)kif
′′
i

∂ki
∂ti

< 0. (16)

The first equality uses
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih =

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihαih in (15). The next one is obtained by subtracting and

adding the same term,
∑ni
h=1 U

x
ih(1− τi)αihkif ′′i ∂ki∂ti

, to the first line. The third equality comes from

simplification of the terms in the second line. The last one uses ∂ρ/∂ti = −f ′i + (1− ti)f ′′i (∂ki/∂ti).

The inequality comes from the assumption that (12) holds and
∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih >

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihαih. The

inequality in (16) implies that the equilibrium capital tax rate is lower than the efficient level. Thus,

regardless of which of (15) holds as equality, the equilibrium capital tax rate is lower than the efficient

level. This inefficiency of tax competition implies that tax coordination among jurisdictions would

improve efficiency even if each jurisdiction chooses its tax rates to maximize its welfare.

To understand (16), consider first the standard homogeneous factor ownership case with αih =

βih = 1/ni. The term involving the second summation vanishes, and (16) reduces to the standard

term,
∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihαihtif

′
i
∂ki
∂ti

< 0. This standard negative term reflects a decrease in the tax revenue of

jurisdiction i, caused by an increase in ti and the resulting outflow of capital from jurisdiction i to

j. The outflow of capital also increases the tax revenue of jurisdiction j, canceling out the decrease

in the revenue of jurisdiction i with symmetric jurisdictions. The social planner that cares about

the welfare of both jurisdictions i and j thus does not consider this standard negative term when

choosing the efficient tax rate. As a result, the efficient tax rate exceeds the equilibrium tax rate.

Alternatively speaking, jurisdiction i does not consider the external benefit that jurisdiction j enjoys

due to the increased tax revenue, and sets its tax rate at a level lower than the efficient level.22

It is worth relating this standard case to Bucovetsky and Wilson (1991). In their model, even if

jurisdictions tax only labor, tax competition is still inefficient, because labor supply is endogenous.

In particular, an increase in the labor tax rate of a jurisdiction reduces the labor supply of the

jurisdiction. This decrease in the labor supply reduces the demand for capital by a jurisdiction,

increasing the supply of capital available to other jurisdictions and benefiting other jurisdictions.

The jurisdiction, however, does not consider this external benefit on other jurisdictions, resulting

in too low a tax rate on labor and underprovision of public goods. In this paper, labor taxation is

non-distortionary, but capital taxation creates an inefficiency for the reason mentioned above.

22A simple calculation shows that dVj/dti, the external effect of an increase in ti on jurisdiction j, coincides with
(16), except that subscripts i and j are switched. Since ∂kj/∂ti > 0, this external effect is positive and tax competition
creates a positive externality.
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With heterogeneous factor ownership, the term involving the second summation in (16) does

not vanish. By the assumption that (12) holds,
∑ni
h=1 U

x
ih(αih − βih) < 0 and hence

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ih(1 −

τi)(αih − βih)kif
′′
i
∂ki
∂ti

< 0. To understand this negative term, note first that all terms in the first

line of (16) involve αih, except −(1 − τi)βihkif ′′i ∂ki∂ti
, the loss of after-tax labor incomes due to the

outflow of capital from jurisdiction i to j. Since the poor own relatively more labor and their utilities

count more, the outflow of capital additionally decreases the welfare of jurisdiction i, relative to the

case where βih = αih for all h, because in that case there would be no additional decrease in the

welfare. The social planner again does not consider this negative term, because the outflow of capital

to jurisdiction j increases labor incomes of the residents of jurisdiction j and hence increases the

welfare of jurisdiction j, canceling out the decrease in the welfare of jurisdiction i. Alternatively

speaking, jurisdiction i ignores this external benefit that jurisdiction j enjoys due to the increased

welfare from heterogeneous factor ownership, and sets its tax rate at too low a level. As a result,

heterogeneous factor ownership exacerbates the undertaxation of capital by jurisdiction i. Intuitively,

jurisdiction i ignores not only the standard external benefit that the capital outflow to jurisdiction

j increases its tax base, but also the additional external benefit that the welfare of jurisdiction j

increases due to the poor owning relatively more labor.

6 Extensions

6-A Progressive Labor Taxes

In the previous sections, all residents of jurisdiction i paid the same labor tax rate, τi. It might be

argued that if the rich can be taxed more heavily, then the public good can be provided without

taxing mobile capital, as the government for a jurisdiction simply relies more on the non-distortionary

labor tax. However, as the analysis below shows, capital is still taxed.

Suppose that two labor tax rates, τL and τH with τH > τL, exist.23 Labor incomes up to M

are taxed at the rate of τL, and at the rate of τH thereafter. Without loss of generality, assume that

there is a resident h∗ ∈ (1, ni) such that

βih(fi − kif ′i) < (=, >) M for h < (=, >) h∗. (17)

23The tax rates should be written as τiL and τiH , but jurisdictional subscripts i are omitted for simplicity. In
addition, the analysis and results continue to hold with more than two labor tax rates, as shown in an earlier version
of this paper.
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For later use, let L ≡ {h | h ≤ h∗} denote the set of the poor with labor incomes less than M , and

similarly for H ≡ {h | h ≥ h∗}. Then, xih becomes

xih =

{
αihkiρ+ βih(1− τL)(fi − kif ′i) if h ∈ L

αihkiρ+ βih(1− τH)(fi − kif ′i) + (τH − τL)M if h ∈ H,
(18)

and

zi = tikif
′
i+(τLbL+τHbH)(fi−kif ′i)−(τH−τL)M(ni−h∗) with bL ≡

∑
h∈L

βih and bH ≡
∑
h∈H

βih, (19)

because there are (ni − h∗) rich residents in H.

Jurisdiction i selects (M, τL, τH , ti) to maximize its welfare Vi. Using the first-order conditions,

it can be shown in the Appendix that

dVi
dti
|(ti=0) >

dVi
dti
|(ti=0,τL=τH=τ)=

kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uxih[−δih]. (20)

Noting that the last expression of (20) is identical to the one in (11) with the single labor tax, the

following result can be stated:

Proposition 2 Assume identical jurisdictions. With progressive labor taxes, t∗i > 0 (the

equilibrium capital tax rate is positive) if δih < (=, >) 0 for h < (=, >) ĥ.

The intuition of the result is the same as that of Proposition 1, and the result that if (12)

holds, capital is taxed in equilibrium extends to the progressive labor tax case. The only difference

is that if (13) holds, capital may be still taxed here due to the inequality in (20) while capital was

subsidized in Proposition 1. The progressive taxes thus make it more likely that capital is taxed in

equilibrium. The key to this result is that with the progressive labor tax,
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih >

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih,

and the Samuelson-type condition in (9),
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih =

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih, does not hold. Intuitively, juris-

diction i desires to tax the labor incomes of higher income residents, h ∈ H, to the maximum extent

possible. As it cannot tax more than 100% of the labor incomes, the labor tax for those high income

residents is set at τH = 1, and is lower than the maximization of the jurisdictional welfare dictates

(that is, the constraint on the tax rate, τH ≤ 1, is binding). The public good is thus lower than the

maximization of the jurisdictional welfare dictates, and
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih >

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih. To relate this to

the capital tax, recall from the discussion of Proposition 1 that the jurisdictional net welfare gain

from capital taxation is proportional to
∑
Uxihβih −

∑
Uxihαih once the labor tax is chosen to satisfy
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the first-order condition
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih =

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih. With the progressive labor tax, the condition is

not satisfied and
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih >

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih, meaning that the jurisdictional net welfare gain from

capital taxation is more than proportional to
∑
Uxihβih−

∑
Uxihαih. As a result, the progressive labor

tax increases the net welfare gain from capital taxation, and capital is more likely to be taxed than

in Proposition 1.

6-B Transfers

This section assumes that the tax revenues are used to provide the public good and a lump-sum trans-

fer, Ti, for all residents of jurisdiction i. The government for jurisdiction i chooses (Ti,M, τL, τH , ti)

to maximize Vi =
∑ni
h=1 Ui(yih, Ri − niTi) with yih ≡ xih + Ti, where xih is defined in (18) and Ri

is identical to the expression in (19). The first-order condition for an interior maximum of Vi with

respect to Ti reads as

dVi
dTi

=
ni∑
h=1

[Uyih − niU
z
ih] = 0, (21)

and the other four conditions are identical to those in (23) through (26) in the Appendix with Uyih

replacing Uxih. If M is chosen to satisfy (23), dVi/dTi =
∑ni
h=1[(ni − h∗)U zih − niU zih] < 0, resulting in

Ti = 0. As a result, the analysis and result in the previous section continues to hold, and capital is

taxed in equilibrium if (12) holds. Intuitively, by choosing M and τL and by taxing the rich’s labor

incomes at the maximum rate (τH = 1), jurisdiction i achieves a maximum redistribution within the

progressive tax system, obviating the need for Ti.

To have a meaningful role of transfers with Ti > 0, consider a single labor tax with trans-

fers Ti.
24 Jurisdiction i then chooses (Ti, τi, ti). The first-order conditions are then (21) and the

two conditions in (9) with Uyih replacing Uxih. If Ti is chosen to satisfy (21), dVi/dτi = (fi −

kif
′
i)

∑ni
h=1 U

y
ih[(1/ni) − βih] > 0 in (9), because the average of βih equals 1/ni, and because βih

increases in income while Uyih decreases in income. Thus, τi = 1. With (21) and τi = 1, dVi/dti in

(9) at ti = 0 becomes

dVi
dti
|(ti=0)=

ni∑
h=1

Uyihαihki
∂ρ

∂ti
+

ni∑
h=1

U zih[kif
′
i − kif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

]

= − kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uyihαih +
kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

U zih

24The tax system thus becomes a linear tax.
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= − kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uyihαih +
kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uyih
1

ni

=
kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uyih(
1

ni
− αih) > 0. (22)

The inequality follows because the average of αih equals 1/ni, and because αih increases in income

while Uyih decreases in income. This result is summarized as:

Proposition 3 Assume identical jurisdictions. t∗i > 0 (the equilibrium capital tax rate is

positive) if the tax revenues are used to provide the public good and a lump-sum transfer.

The result that capital is taxed in equilibrium thus extends to the case with the public good

and lump-sum transfer. The intuition can be explained as follows. Recall again from the discussion of

Proposition 1 that the marginal welfare gain from the increased public good, caused by an increase in

ti, is
∑
U zih(kif

′
i−τikif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti)) =

∑
Uyih(kif

′
i−kif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti))/ni, because the transfer Ti is chosen

to satisfy another Samuelson-type condition,
∑
U zih =

∑
Uyih/ni in (21), and because τi = 1. The

marginal welfare loss from the decreased incomes is
∑
Uyih[αihki(∂ρ/∂ti)−βih(1−τi)kif ′′i (∂ki/∂ti)] =∑

Uyihαihki(∂ρ/∂ti) with τi = 1. The net welfare gain thus becomes
∑
Uyih[αihki(∂ρ/∂ti) + (kif

′
i −

kif
′′
i (∂ki/∂ti))/ni], which reduces to (22) and is proportional to

∑ni
h=1 U

y
ih((1/ni) − αih). Since the

rich own more capital and their marginal utility counts less, the last expression is positive and cap-

ital is taxed in equilibrium. The difference from Proposition 1 is that capital is taxed, regardless

of whether (12) holds or (13) holds, as long as the rich own more capital. That is, the distribution

of labor endowments, βih, does not matter in this section, because the optimal choice of lump-sum

transfer Ti results in the maximum labor tax, τi = 1, and hence the labor incomes vanish.25

Suppose alternatively that τi is chosen to satisfy dVi/dτi = 0 in (9) with Uyih replacing Uxih.

In this case, it is easy to verify that dVi/dTi =
∑ni
h=1[U

y
ih − niU

z
ih] =

∑ni
h=1[U

y
ih − niβihU

y
ih] =

ni
∑ni
h=1 U

y
ih[(1/ni) − βih] > 0 in (21), and the transfer, Ti, is set at a maximum level. Intuitively,

the labor tax is chosen to satisfy the Samuelson-type condition for an optimal level of the public

good, and the only role that the transfer plays in maximizing the jurisdictional welfare Vi is then

to maximize redistribution. Thus, the transfer is set at a maximum level, because the rich pay

more taxes to finance the transfers while everyone receives the same transfer. The maximum Ti
25It is clear that even if the tax revenues are used only for redistribution, the same result would hold and capital

would be taxed in equilibrium. Proposition 3 thus extends to the case with lump-sum transfers only. A formal analysis
of this case was presented in an earlier version, but is omitted to conserve space.
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equals Ri/ni. This means that the tax revenues are used only for transfers and no public good is

provided. The utility of resident h becomes then Ui(xih + Ri/ni, 0). If zero public good provision

is possible as an outcome of maximizing welfare, as is the case for an additively- separable utility

function between private good consumption and public good consumption, then the analysis reduces

to the pure redistribution case above. Capital is again then taxed in equilibrium as long as the rich

own more capital. If zero public good provision is not possible, as is the case for a Cobb-Douglas

utility function of U(x, z) = xAzB, then the maximum transfer cannot be determined without fur-

ther assumptions. With a pre-determined minimum public good level, say z, as is the case for a

Stone-Geary utility function, the maximum transfer Ti equals (Ri − z)/ni. The utility of resident h

becomes then Ui(xih + (Ri − z)/ni, z). Since z is a parameter, the conditions that govern the juris-

dictional welfare-maximizing tax rates are the same as those in the pure redistribution case. Capital

is thus again taxed in equilibrium. Therefore, Proposition 3 extends to the case where the labor tax

is chosen optimally to maximize the jurisdictional welfare.

7 Conclusion

According to the standard economic models of capital tax competition, capital is not taxed when

immobile factors are taxed. The reason is that capital moves between jurisdictions in response to the

tax rate differentials and capital tax is distortionary. Thus, the government for a jurisdiction that

aims to maximize the well being of its residents does not tax capital when the taxes on immobile

factors are available. However, in reality, capital is taxed despite the taxes on immobile factors. To

be consistent with this realism, this paper has considered a simple model that explains why mobile

capital is taxed even if immobile factors are taxed. The main argument relies on heterogeneity of

residents in terms of their factor endowments. Heterogeneity in factor endowments has not received

much attention, but appears to warrant more research.
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Table 1: % Distribution of earnings and wealth across quintiles

countries Lowest Second Third Fourth Highest

Australia
earnings 8.2 15.4 19 23.3 34.1
wealth 0 4 12 22 62

Canada
earnings 5.2 13.3 18.9 24.7 37.9
wealth 0 3 8 19 70

Germany
earnings 8.9 15.3 18.7 22.8 34.3
wealth -.2 1.7 7.5 25 66

Italy
earnings 10.3 16.7 18.9 22 32.1
wealth 0 7 N/A N/A 63.8

Sweden
earnings 7.2 16 19 22.7 35.1
wealth -6.8 .2 6 20.5 80.1
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Appendix
proof of (20)
The first-order conditions for an interior maximum of Vi =

∑ni
h=1 Ui(xih, zi) with respect to (M, τL, τH , ti)

read as
dVi
dM

= (τH − τL)[
∑
h∈H

Uxih − (ni − h∗)
ni∑
h=1

U zih] = 0, (23)

dVi
dτL

=
∑
h∈L

Uxih[−βih(fi − kif ′i)] +
∑
h∈H

Uxih[−M ] +
ni∑
h=1

U zih[bL(fi − kif ′i) +M(ni − h∗)] = 0, (24)

dVi
dτH

=
∑
h∈H

Uxih[M − βih(fi − kif ′i)] +
ni∑
h=1

U zih[bH(fi − kif ′i)−M(ni − h∗)] = 0, (25)

dVi
dti

=
∑
h∈L

Uxih[αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− βih(1− τL)kif

′′
i

∂ki
∂ti

] +
∑
h∈H

Uxih[αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− βih(1− τH)kif

′′
i

∂ki
∂ti

]

+
ni∑
h=1

U zih[kif
′
i + (ti(f

′
i + kif

′′
i )− (τLbL + τHbH)kif

′′
i )
∂ki
∂ti

] = 0. (26)

Using (23), dVi/dτL in (24) and dVi/dτH in (25) reduce to

dVi
dτL

= (fi − kif ′i)[bL
ni∑
h=1

U zih −
∑
h∈L

Uxihβih] = 0, (27)

dVi
dτH

= (fi − kif ′i)[bH
ni∑
h=1

U zih −
∑
h∈H

Uxihβih] > 0, (28)

leading to a corner solution and τH = 1.26 The inequality follows because
∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih =

∑
h∈H U

x
ih/(ni−

h∗) from (23) and hence

bH

ni∑
h=1

U zih −
∑
h∈H

Uxihβih =
bH

ni − h∗
∑
h∈H

Uxih −
∑
h∈H

Uxihβih =
∑
h∈H

Uxih(
bH

ni − h∗
− βih) > 0,

given that the average of βih in H equals bH/(ni − h∗) and that βih increases in income while Uxih
decreases in income. Using (23), (27) and τH = 1, dVi/dti at ti = 0 in (26) becomes

dVi
dti
|(ti=0)=

∑
h∈L

Uxih[αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− βih(1− τL)kif

′′
i

∂ki
∂ti

] +
∑
h∈H

Uxih[αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− βih(1− τH)kif

′′
i

∂ki
∂ti

]

+
ni∑
h=1

U zih[kif
′
i − (τLbL + τHbH)kif

′′
i )
∂ki
∂ti

]

=
∑
h∈L

Uxih[αihki
∂ρ

∂ti
− βih(1− τL)kif

′′
i

∂ki
∂ti

] +
∑
h∈H

Uxihαihki
∂ρ

∂ti

26If both τL and τH are chosen to satisfy (24) and (25) as equalities, then it can be shown that dVi/dM = (τH −
τL)[

∑
h∈H Ux

ih − (ni − h∗)
∑ni

h=1
Uz

ih] < 0 in (23), leading to a corner solution and M = 0. This means that a single

labor tax is optimal, defeating the purpose of a progressive tax.
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+
ni∑
h=1

U zih[kif
′
i − (τLbL + bH)kif

′′
i )
∂ki
∂ti

]

=
∑
h∈L

Uxihαihki
∂ρ

∂ti
+

∑
h∈H

Uxihαihki
∂ρ

∂ti
+

ni∑
h=1

U zih[kif
′
i − (bL + bH)kif

′′
i

∂ki
∂ti

]

=
ni∑
h=1

Uxihαihki
∂ρ

∂ti
+

ni∑
h=1

U zih[kif
′
i − kif ′′i

∂ki
∂ti

]

= − kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uxihαih +
kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

U zih

>
kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uxih(βih − αih) =
kf ′i
Df ′′i

ni∑
h=1

Uxih[−δih].

The first equality comes from ti = 0, and the second one uses τH = 1. The third equality fol-
lows from (27), and the next one uses bL + bH =

∑ni
h=1 βih = 1. The inequality follows because

bL + bH =
∑ni
h=1 βih = 1, and because the sum of (27) and (28) leads to

∑ni
h=1 U

z
ih >

∑ni
h=1 U

x
ihβih.
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